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* Updated Sept., 2013 by GP Maps  * Large Scale  * Color-Coded * Lakeside neighborhoods from

Edgewater in the north through Downtown to Hyde Park on the south * Downtown Buildings *

Shopping & Farmers Markets * Street Index * All Streets & Freeway Ramps * Museums * Hotels *

Cinemas * Stores * Theatres & Performing Arts Venues * Public Art * Spectator Sports Venues *

Pedway System * CTA Bus & L Lines + Metra Commuter Rail Lines * Metro area map with points of

interest, freeways & Metra commuter rail
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Downtown Chicago like you ve never seen it before in print!  Clear, concise & accurate; a pleasure

to use! --DP, GP Maps

Great Pacific Maps Principal David Peckarsky has been researching and publishing maps since

1978. A native of Milwaukee, WI, Peckarsky earned a BS in Architecture & Urban Planning at the U

of Wisconsin Milwaukee (UWM) in 1974 and a Masters in Environmental Studies degree from York

University in Toronto, Ontario, Canada in 1977.  Based in the Seattle area since 1978,  Great

Pacific Maps  reflect the imagination, hard work and dedication of collaborating with two close

friends over a 30+ year period: Wayne Hom of Seattle and Bob Lindquist of Bellingham, WA. Sadly,

both have passed on; may their memories always be for a blessing.  Today, Great Pacific

cartography is most ably done by Sharon Iwai of San Francisco and Robert Kemp of Joseph, OR.

Cover designs and some cartography are done by Dennis McClendon of Chicago CartoGraphics (in

Chicago, of course!).  Your business and your feedback is always appreciated! E-mail us if you find



an error or omission; we will verify it and mail you a free Great Pacific map of your choice.  We

appreciate your business! Since 1978, we have sold well over a million maps! We always go the

extra mile to bring you the best road and recreation maps on the market today. We take great pride

and pleasure in creating  maps for map lovers !  Great Pacific publishes and maintains an

ever-growing series of nearly 30 road & recreation maps, primarily of the American West. We have

titles for the states of Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Nevada (2013), Oregon,

Utah, Washington State and the District of Columbia.  To quickly find all of our maps on .com,

simply search for  Great Pacific Maps  above.

Okay map, shows major streets and highways. But it doesn't do as well identifying specific

attractions. You may do just as well waiting til you arrive and tear a map out of one out of the many

visitor guides.

There is plenty of detail with this map. It has an overview of the entire city, and close-ups of the

downtown area. I like that individual businesses and places of interest are listed.

I wanted a map of Downtown Chicago, and not the entire city, and this is exactly what it is. Perfect

for tracking my ancestors locations as they moved about downtown in the early 1900s.

Fabulous map. Had everything on it down to local grocery stores. Highly recommend this for anyone

traveling to Chicago!

Had wanted one with drawing to tourist locations.

Concise and very readable. A good aide for a first visit to Chicago. Easy to use and covered all the

basics.
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